
User Onboarding Emails:

Free Trial Email Sequence:
● Email 1: Welcome to Limble – put your CMMS data to work (+0)
● Email 2: Start first work order (+1)
● Email 3: Set up PMs (+3)
● Email 4: All the ways you can use Limble to save money (+7)
● Email 5: Techs actually use Limble (+10)
● Email 6: Limble vs. (paper, spreadsheets, whiteboards, etc.) (+18)
● Email 7: Save by upgrading to yearly (+26)

Personalized Rep Onboarding Sequence:
● Email 1: Personalized help with Limble (+0)
● Email 2: RE: Personalized help with Limble (+2)

Failed Trials Email Sequence (after Free Trial Sequence ends)
● Email 1: your trial has ended (+0)
● Email 2: not for you? (+1)



Funnel Progression:



Onboarding Email #1

Subject: Welcome! Here’s how to make Limble work for you
Timing: Day 0

From: Bryan Christiansen

Body:

I’ll get straight to the point…

You might be asking yourself:

How can I make my maintenance data work for me?

What’s the point in knowing that, say, 80% of my team’s time gets spent on 3 pieces of
equipment? Or that we completed 13,000 work orders last year? Or knowing that we
have the right parts in stock to prevent a drive breakdown that would cost us north of
$100k?

Knowing this can make your life so much easier. For example:

● You can use the Work Order Backlog to figure out where you might be falling
behind and if you need to adjust staffing levels.

● You can use the inventory management dashboard to keep tight track of
inventory so you can avoid expensive rush delivery charges.

● You can set up reporting (custom dashboards) to see how your planned
maintenance is increasing over time - so you know how “reactive” your team
really is.

Accessing all this data takes just seconds in Limble…

I want to try those ideas out — take me to my Limble dashboard



OR

Show me a tutorial on how to get a better grip on maintenance work

“With Limble, you can choose the generality of statistics that you want. If I want
statistics on Asset level 1 I can get that. If I want statistics on Asset level 5 I can get it
with just one click.”

– Mohammad Hassaan Akram, Factory & Maintenance Manager, Unilever

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTNN_9MeBQc


Personalized Rep Onboarding Email #1

Subject: Personalized help with Limble
Timing: Day 0

From: {REP_NAME}

Body:

Hi {FIRST_NAME},

I’m {REP_NAME}, {TITLE} at Limble. I’m offering a few signups “Concierge Onboarding”
to see if we should start doing it for everyone. I can work closely with your team
through the steps involved to get your first work order set up.

Are you interested in jumping on a call this week / early next? Feel free to use my
calendar link to reserve a time.

Looking forward to getting Limble working for you!

{REP_NAME}

P.S. If you just need some documentation to keep you going, check out the Help
Section of our website.

https://intercom.help/limble-cmms/en/
https://intercom.help/limble-cmms/en/


Onboarding Email #2

Subject: Your Work Orders in Limble
Timing: Day 1

From: Bryan Christiansen

Body:

Does this process sound familiar?

You fill out a paper work with a pen →
You hand the work order to a technician →
You wait for the technician to read and understand the work order →

While this is happening, the downtime clock is ticking and you're losing thousands
of dollars.

This makes our team sad, because this is 100% avoidable.



With Limble, it takes seconds to process work orders (and skip the downtime-causing
delays).

By completing work order in Limble, you see:

1) Who requested and approves the work
2) The description of the work that needs to be performed
3) The serial number that identifies the unique asset
4) Which technician or group (i.e. morning shift) gets the work done
5) Due date (to avoid the deferred maintenance backlog)
6) Work priority level (1 through 5)
7) The list of materials and spare parts required for the Work Order
8) Completion notes

All in one go.

It’s fully automated, firing off notifications to the assigned technicians. You can edit or
customize instructions at any point.

When work orders are done, you'll have logged notes, materials used and everything
you need to report on them later. NOTE

Start logging more work orders in Limble.

OR

Show me a tutorial on how to complete work orders

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNtrT_aChZI


“Limble made my job easier pretty much right off the bat. Now I create Work Orders on
the fly. It takes me about 10 seconds.”

– Fraser Cockell, Nike



Personalized Rep Onboarding Email #2

Subject: RE: Personalized help with Limble
Timing: Day 2

From: {REP_NAME}

Body:

Hi {FIRST_NAME},

Bumping this back to the top of the inbox. Any interest in our Concierge Onboarding?

I can help your team get work orders set up, assets added, etc.

Here’s my calendar link if you wanted to get some time scheduled to walk through it.
No pressure, here if you need it!

{REP_NAME}



Onboarding Email #3

Subject: Why PMs should matter to you
Timing: Day 3

From: Bryan Christiansen

Body:

You'd agree that clean and well-maintained equipment works better.

You'd agree that HVACs, presses, or mills need regular maintenance.

And you'd agree to saving money on emergency repairs and putting it back in your
wallet.

Then you'd probably agree, preventive maintenance is worth it.

Imagine life without a daily backlog of "I need this" emails. Without fires popping up
every day you have to put out.

With Limble, you can easily do all of this.

Here's 3 things you can do you can get your PM schedule up and running:

1. Choose the critical assets that need daily or weekly maintenance
2. Easily set automatic daily, weekly, and monthly tasks on each asset
3. Assign technicians set days and times (i.e. every other Friday at 12pm)

In the same amount of time it'd take you to watch one episode of Dirty Jobs, you've got
a PM calendar to keep your machines humming.



And informative reports: to show your boss how much money you’re saving them:



Take me to set up my PM schedules now

OR

Show me a tutorial on how to set up my first PM

“Additional P.M.’s were created to counter the trends and we actually witnessed a
drop in our downtime. After using Limble for over a year I can say that it is paying for
itself and worth every area of implementation.”

– Ben Jackson, Maintenance Manager, Little Giant Ladder Systems

P.S. Feel free to get started building your PM with our 13-step Preventive Maintenance
Plan.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyTa23x3AgM
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Uw5xqcMBX_O8N1OozYKzw2ryFtPpYh6R/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Uw5xqcMBX_O8N1OozYKzw2ryFtPpYh6R/view?usp=sharing


Onboarding Email #4

Subject: Thousands of dollars jumping back into your wallet?
Timing: Day 7

From: Bryan Christiansen

Body:

What if you could cut downtime by >80% without hiring another person?

Or avoid expensive rush deliveries when you don't have the right parts in stock?

Or doing check-ins with other locations remotely (rather than spend a fortune to fly
there)?

Without doing anything other than tracking your work in Limble...

Here’s a list of ways Limble turns maintenance teams into money-saving engines:

● Save each technician upwards of 90 minutes of paperwork each day (about
21,600 minutes per year).

● Rather than replacing an engine (about $1,200 in labor and $4,800 for the
motor), you regularly add oil to an engine ($7/month).

● Eliminate downtime (1 hour of downtime can easily cost tens or even hundreds
of thousands of dollars).

● Reduce inventory spend by 17% on average.
● Extends asset life cycles through preventive maintenance.
● Get rid of costly human errors.
● Cut down on your costs on scrap and rework by optimizing your resources for

higher productivity. A CMMS enables you to maintain your assets at their peak
efficiency which reduces the chances of significant material losses.

● Lower energy costs by enabling equipment to run at peak efficiency.



● Using less electricity, gas and water will reduce your company’s annual utility
expenses.

Yes, I want to use these ideas in Limble

“Before I started Limble, we had a 26% downtime rate. We, at this point, are running at
96% run rate and a 4% downtime rate. I can tell you we have definitely made more
money than we would have if our machines weren’t working…”

- Matt Haseman, Director of Facilities, Olympus Group



Onboarding Email #5

Subject: there’s no point if no one uses it
Timing: Day 10

From: Bryan Christiansen

Body:

Because you need a CMMS your people will actually use, right?

Like a broken record, our customers tell us time and time again that CMMS systems
they used in the past were too difficult to use.

Dead on arrival. No way veteran guys were even touching it.

They asked, so we fixed it.

Here are 3 things you can do right now to get up-and-running with Limble:

Train your team for 30 minutes (or send them our YouTube tutorials link) and they'll
understand it.

Even though you're on a free trial, reach out to our support team and get treated like
you've been a paying customer for 10 years.

Tell your technicians that this is the best way they can get recognized for their work.
When they track their work, you’ll have a record of who the superstars are so you can
reward them.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC21ALbEFMe5QWmHFgTHc6mg


“The thing that I loved the most right from the start was the ease of use of the Limble
software. The customization options available when setting up PM’s are great. I love
the flexibility it gives to tailor the PM to exactly what your needs are.”

– Richard Dunaway, Maintenance Manager, Newman Gasket



Onboarding Email #6

Subject: before & after
Timing: Day 18

From: Bryan Christiansen

Body:

What’s messy and frustrating and steals hours of your time?

The answer: tracking maintenance work on things like paper, whiteboards,
spreadsheets or sticky notes.

Sure, tools for organizing look different for different situations.

If you’re handing your kids their monthly chore list, use sticky notes. If you’re helping
your 6th grade kid with his geometry homework, use whiteboards. If you’re getting
back into bullet-journaling, use spreadsheets.

These things have their place.

But they’re not for tracking your maintenance work that could cost your company
thousands (even millions) of dollars.



Wanna know what totally is made for tracking maintenance tasks?

Limble.

It’s made specifically for you, the maintenance operations leader, to save your company
money by being hyper-organized.

No one can accidentally erase or crumple and throw away your open task history in
Limble. It’s etched in digital stone.

And when you need help with anything, you can email us. And a real person will get
back to you. Real fast. With a real answer.

Take your maintenance operations as seriously as you take saving money.

Start saving money with Limble



“Limble CMMS has been a game-changer for us! No more whiteboard or excel task
logging.”

– Derek M.

Onboarding Email #7

Subject: Save 20% on your Limble plan
Timing: Day 26

From: Bryan Christiansen

Body:

Upgrade to Limble’s annual plan today and get 20% off.

That means you’ll only pay 80% for an entire year of money-saving,
process-automating, downtime-lowering and life-simplifying tools. Keep some extra
money in your pocket and get the best of Limble.

Upgrade here and save 20% (cancel, upgrade or downgrade anytime).





Failed Trial Email #1

Subject: your trial has ended
Trigger: Trial has ended and they didn’t upgrade. (immediate state change to trial
failed)
Timing: Day 1

From: Bryan Christiansen

Body:

Hey {FIRST_NAME},

Good times come to an end. But this time it doesn’t have to!

Your Limble free trial has passed, but we’d love to carry on helping you organize your
maintenance work.

Click here to continue using Limble for ANOTHER 30 DAYS for free!

Best,



Onboarding Email #11

Subject: not for you?
Trigger: Trial has ended and they didn’t upgrade
Timing: 48 hours after trial ends

From: Bryan Christiansen

Body:

Hey [First Name],

I see you haven’t upgraded yet, and I’d love to learn if there’s a specific reason you
didn’t hop on a Limble plan.

Can you help me understand why a little bit better? Anything we can do to keep you?
note

Feel free to reply and let me know!


